DESIGN FOCUS

Liberated
Fashion
Disrupting the status quo
Marianne Fassler embodies the nation within her fashion label – it is fresh, bright, layered,
at times confusing, occasionally animalistic, sometimes urban, eclectic and always diverse.
Fassler is a pioneer within the industry, establishing her brand time and time again for
over four decades. Described as anti-fashion, the impeccably hand-crafted garments are
uninfluenced by fads and trends. The brand is beyond any conventional flow – Fassler has
been carving her own channel and is stimulated by culture and the South African nation.

COLLECTOR.: You have been designing for over 40 years. In
1976, you appalled the conservative apartheid-run society by
including a black model in your show. How do you maintain
your independent vision, and what then, do you find the
richest source of inspiration?

connected to the ones that have shaped my vision. I started this
journey of collaboration with the group JOY, and then found my
great muse Busi Mhlongo, who I worked with from the mid 90’s.
She wore my clothes exclusively. I have of course also shaped the
images of many others, including Lebo Mathosa.

Marianne Fassler: I believe that one can only have a truly original
voice if you reflect your personal lived experience, hence my belief
that my work is interesting and different because I reflect life in
Joburg, a city known for its diversity and gritty interface with
the continent. Joburg has a deep tribal underbelly which often
unexpectedly reveals itself in those #unexpectedintrusionsofbeauty
moments that take my breath away.

I have been an art collector most of my life, and my mother is
the artist, Hannatjie van der Wat. I grew up in the company of
artists and count many as friends. Kudzanai was a friend before we
sparked our creative collaboration, Robyn Orlin was a long-time
friend before we started our collaboration on ‘Beauty Remained’
and ‘Slice by Slice’. Laura, aka Lady Skollie, is a very exciting
disruptive voice. She is in herself an artwork (and a friend of
Lezanne Viviers, my Creative Director) and has the right sensuous
aura. There have been many collaborations over the years, but
these stand out as memorable and constructive with both parties
contributing toward the transformative process.

You are known to have collaborated with artists such as
Kudzanai Chiurai from Zimbabwe and have recognised Lady
Skollie, the South African artist, as a muse. Tell us more
about this relationship and who do you keep a close watch on?
Throughout my career I have been involved with the creative
communities that have shaped the cultural landscape of their time.
I am always interested in new voices, new talent, but also remain
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South Africa is filled with talented, game-changing fashion
designers. Lukhanyo Mdingi, Rich Mnisi, Adriaan Kuiters
and Jody Paulsen, Celeste Arendse from SELFI, the collective
team from Cape Town’s streetwear hub the Corner Store – just

The first ever Marianne Fassler
fashion show held around the Pool
at her parents home in Saxonwold,
1976. Courtesy of Leopord and Frock.
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‘Nothing looks as good
as Fassler feels’
- Anita Mapoine Makgetla
LEFT: Portrait of Marianne Fassler, 2016. Photographer: Trevor Stuurman. RIGHT: Marianne Fassler in her shop in Norwood, 1970. Images courtesy of Leopard Frock.

to name a few. Where do you feel the industry will develop
in the next couple of years, and how would you describe our
presence within the global fashion context?
I cannot speak for the industry because I believe all designers
should carve their individual trajectory. I am very excited about
the exposure and the potential business generated by Instagram
and other social media platforms. This literally makes any label
global without necessarily opening stores all over the world. The
designers you mentioned are already active in the retail sector
and therefore capable of international expansion. Laduma
Ngxokolo has captured a global audience with his distinctive
knitwear, and I am convinced that he has the potential to
become a big player in the international fashion marketplace,
providing that he has the right partnership to develop and
distribute his product efficiently.
Let’s speak about the ethics of fashion. Water use within
clothing production is a shocking statistic – just one cotton
t-shirt requires 2,700 litres of water. Do the issues of factory
working conditions and sustainability impact the way
you think about fashion production? And do these issues
influence your own label?
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My brand has always stated its ethical stand on production and up
cycling. We do not produce t-shirts or manufacture in sweatshops.
We treasure craft, endorse locally sourced product wherever
possible and totally reject the dumping of fashion debris into
the markets of Africa. This practice has destroyed the African
manufacturing sector, both formal and informal. Tailoring is a
noble trade. It is practiced all over Africa. It needs to be respected
and treasured.
Fashion aside, you are also known to be an art and design
collector. Gregor Jenkin, David Krynauw, Wayne Barker
and Walter Oltmann are some of the artists and designers
decorating your space. The Leopard Frock creative workshop
operates from your home as well. Does this centralisation help
as a source of inspiration, to work, live, breath fashion? And
how do you choose the pieces and artworks that characterise
your home and work space?
I live my art. I support local designers and product developers. I
buy local and endorse talent wherever I find something new and
exciting. I have done so over many years and when I look back, I
see how valuable some of the pieces have become. It is such a treat
to discover a piece that holds and reflects the essence of inspiration,

often diluted when repeated too often. We own one of the first
Shongololo couches in leather, designed by Haldane Martin. We also
own a signature Zulu Mamma chair by Haldane. Both pieces have
become iconic.
David Krynauw has been a friend since the early days when he
showed his first lights at the Design Indaba. We have subsequently
bought two of his brilliant Haywire lights as well as the first
of his Kas series. It was so exciting to see how this series just
blossomed from the initial freehand drawings in a sketchbook, to
the unique collectable pieces they have become. I have beautiful
décor/ functional pieces by Casamento, Doktor and Misses,
Antonie Grobler, Karin Dando and Gunter Obojkovitz, John
Vogel, Mielie, Zen Zulu, Gregor Jenkin, Ronel Jordaan, Thabisa
Njo, James Barry, Michael Methvin, and many others. Our art
collection is diverse and eclectic. The oils, prints, drawings,
photography, sculpture and video work represent our personal
passion for local art (and craft) across a very broad and diverse
spectrum and over many years.
You collaborated with artist Kudzanai Chiurai on Moyo,
which is currently on exhibit at the Zeitz MOCCA. What was
the process of creating with Chiurai?

The work I collaborated on with Kudzanai was specifically for his
Marikana inspired piece, Moyo, and is based on a classical Pieta
concept with a mother washing the dead body of her son. The
‘blood soaked’ dress was made entirely from crepe bandages and
the classical ‘Rembrandt’ style collar was made from rolls of crepe
bandage, dipped in ‘blood’.
Fashion is a tool for communication and also carry’s cultural
implications – the Zeitz MOCAA plans to exhibit the history,
memorialization and preservation of significant apparel
designs within their Costume Institute. What will this
institute mean for fashion in South Africa and Africa?
I am very excited about the concept of a Costume Institute at Zeitz
MOCAA. The institute will be the first of its kind in South Africa.
Hopefully it will also be collecting iconic pieces and featuring
fashion exhibitions based on the example set by London, New York
and Paris with its blockbuster exhibitions like the most recent Dior,
Comme de Garçons, Alexander McQueen etc. This will appeal to
a new audience and also serve to educate fashion followers on the
history, context and craft of fashion.
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